Paris Sorbonne University is the main inheritor of the old Sorbonne, which dates back to the 13th century. It was one of the first universities in the world. The biggest complex in France dedicated to Literature, Languages, Civilizations, Arts, Humanities and Social Sciences, it is located on the original medieval foundations, and now extends to the Latin Quarter and to other areas in Paris. It has an excellent scientific reputation, as shown through publications and international exchanges.

Since 1961, the Université Paris-Sorbonne has offered to those wanting to acquire proficiency in the French language the possibility of six different certificates, validating the candidates’ written and oral skills and providing access to our degrees. Students can sit exams attesting their level of French via the Service of French language exams reserved for foreign students SELFEE.

Courses are offered in Arts, Languages, French and Comparative Literature, Human Sciences and Communications.

Sample units potentially available:

Semestre 1 (USyd Semester 2):
Approches des genres littéraires
Grammaire et histoire de la langue
Histoire littéraire
Culture générale

Semestre 2 (USyd Semester 1):
Littérature comparée
Grammaire et linguistique
Histoire littéraire - XVIIe et XVIIIe siècle

For more information, please contact:
Service des relations internationales (États-Unis, Canada, Australie, Nouvelle-Zélande) : conventions1.ri@paris-sorbonne.fr